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Dear editor,

Image super-resolution (SR) uses image processing methods

to increase the resolution of the image without increasing

any hardware cost. Remote sensing images with high spatial

resolution contain rich imagery information, which can be

utilized for object detection, building segmentation, build-

ing extraction, change detection, and so on.

With the development of deep learning, remote sensing

SR methods based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs)

have achieved state-of-the-art results. However, most of the

remote sensing image SR methods based on CNNs require

paired HR-LR data for training. In the real world, it is

difficult for a satellite to obtain paired images of different

resolutions in the same scene, and few satellites can obtain

HR images. Existing methods usually use simple degrada-

tion models, such as bicubic, to synthesize paired datasets.

In general, these paired models cannot be generalized to

real-world remote sensing SR, because such a simple bicubic

degradation process is quite different from the degradation

of real images that includes complex changes, such as noise,

blur, and compression loss.

More recently, the generative adversarial networks

(GANs) have achieved impressive results on various com-

puter vision tasks, such as SR [1] and image domain trans-

lation. With the advent of unpaired image domain trans-

lation methods (e.g., CycleGAN [2]), we intend to synthe-

size real remote sensing LR images by learning the mapping

function from the bicubic downsampled domain to the real

LR domain to synthesize paired dataset. However, com-

pared with natural images, remote sensing images usually

contain more objects and richer content (see Figure A1(a)

and (b)) so that the adversarial training in remote sensing

image tasks is more likely to cause content distortion (i.e.,

fake edges, artificial textures, and unreal objects), due to

numerous ambiguous solutions (see Figure A1(c)).

Proposed CPWSNN for unpaired remote sensing SR. To

address the above issues, in this study, we proposed an un-

paired remote sensing image SR method called the content-

preserving weak supervision neural network (CPWSNN).

Firstly, we incorporate the perceptual loss [3] into the image

domain translation to synthesize pseudo-LR remote sensing

images from real HR images, as shown in Figure 1(a). The

perceptual loss ensure that the generated pseudo-LR images

and the real LR images have the same content and seman-

tic information. Then, the generated pseudo-LR images and

the real HR images compose the paired HR-LR training data

to provide supervision for the SR network which utilizes a

pixel-wise loss. Furthermore, we propose the degradation

consistency loss and the edge retention loss to constrain the

GAN-based SR network training procedure. The degrada-

tion consistency loss is proposed to constrain the solution

space of the SR model to avoid the artificial objects in its

results. The edge retention loss is proposed to prevent the

SR network from generating fake edges and textures by con-

straining the edges’ information in its results. Finally, the

results can have more realistic textures and detailed infor-

mation with the object information unchanged. The SR

reconstruction process is shown in Figure 1(b). The specific

steps of the proposed method are described as follows.

Step 1. The domain translation aims to generate pseudo-

LR remote sensing images that are the LR version of real HR

remote sensing images by learning a translation between the

bicubic domain and the real LR domain, as shown in Fig-

ure 1(a). Then, the pseudo-LR images and real HR images

compose paired data to provide supervision for the SR net-

work. Similar to the CycleGAN [2], our domain translation
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Figure 1 The framework of the proposed CPWSNN. (a) The framework for generating the pseudo-LR remote sensing image

I
LR
pseudo by domain translation with the perceptual loss Lper. (b) Remote sensing image SR reconstruction by the SR network with

the edge retention loss Ledge and the degradation consistency loss Lde. In the testing phase (c), the well-trained GSR reconstructs

I
LR
real to I

SR
real .

is composed of two generators (G1, G2) and two discrimina-

tors (Dreal, Dbic). Given a real HR image IHR
real

, we down-

scale it by the bicubic interpolation operation to get ILR
bic

.

G1 is used to learn the mapping function from the bicubic

domain to the real LR domain and generate a pseudo-LR

image ILR
pseudo

from ILR
bic

. G2 is a reverse mapping network

to map the real LR image ILR
real

to its bicubic domain as

ILR
real,G2

and is used to assist the training of G1. Dreal is a

discriminator of G1 to distinguish ILR
pseudo

from ILR
real

. Simi-

larly, Dbic is the discriminator of G2 to distinguish ILR
real,G2

from ILR
bic

. The architecture of G1 and G2 are composed

of eight residual blocks [4]. Following the loss function of

CycleGAN, the full loss function of our domain translation

(described by Eq. (B1)) includes the adversarial loss, the

cycle consistency loss, and the identity loss. Besides, we

adopt the perceptual loss to avoid object deformation and

other content distortions in the pseudo-LR image. In gen-

eral, since there are more objects and semantic information

in the feature space than the pixel space, the perceptual loss

can measure the difference between two different images to

preserve the content. The perceptual loss is described in

Eq. (B2).

Step 2. The SR network GSR aims to reconstruct a de-

tailed SR image ISR
real

from a real LR image ILR
real

. After ob-

taining the pseudo-LR image ILR
pseudo

by the domain trans-

lation, we utilize the GSR to generate the pseudo-SR image

ISR
pseudo

. The pseudo-LR image ILR
pseudo

and real HR image

IHR
real

provide paired supervision for the training of the SR

network that uses MAE loss. In addition, we adopt the

GAN-based framework to train the SR network on ISR
real

and

IHR
real

, which can produce more realistic results on real LR

data. Dhr is a discriminator (utilizing the same structure

as PatchGAN [5]) to distinguish ISR
real

from IHR
real

. However,

the training process of GANs is unstable resulting in SR re-

constructed results with fake textures, artificial objects, and

other content distortions. So, we propose the edge retention

loss Ledge and degradation consistency loss Lde to constrain

the solution space of the SR network. The full loss function

of the SR reconstruction is described in Eq. (B3).

Edge retention loss. The edge retention loss is pro-

posed to prevent the SR network from generating fake edges

and textures using the edge priors. In this loss, we use the

DexiNed network [6] to extract the edge information from

real LR and SR images and adopt the binary cross entropy

(BCE) loss to measure the difference between the edge in-

formation of real LR and SR images. The edge retention

loss can be expressed in Eq. (B4)

Degradation consistency loss. The degradation con-

sistency loss is introduced to avoid the generation of un-

real objects or other content distortions in SR results. The

degradation network Gde (see Figure B1) is adopted to pro-

vide constraints for the SR network. Specifically, Gde de-

grades the SR result to ILR
de

, which is ILR
de

= Gde(I
SR
real

). The

degradation consistency loss Lde is expressed in Eq. (B5).

Experimental results on real and synthetic remote sens-

ing datasets (shown in Appendix C) demonstrate that our

unpaired method achieves competitive SR results and high

robustness (even under mixed degradations).

Supporting information Appendixes A–D. The support-
ing information is available online at info.scichina.com and link.
springer.com. The supporting materials are published as sub-
mitted, without typesetting or editing. The responsibility for
scientific accuracy and content remains entirely with the au-
thors.
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